ENVIROLINE WALL MOUNT DISCONNECT ENCLOSURES

HINGE PIN (SM)  
\[SCE-101226\]

CONCEALED HINGE (SM)  
\[SCE-3918\]  \[SCE-3918SS\]

DOOR HINGE ASSEMBLY  
\[SCE-DHA14\]  \[SCE-DHA14SS\]

REPLACEMENT GASKET  
\[SCE-GA14X1\]

STANDARD DEFEATER HOOK BOLT PACK. ON ENCLOSURES 20” H  
\[SCE-102022\]

DOOR ROD KIT  
\[SCE-ARK36\]

HINGE PIN (SM)  
\[SCE-101226\]

STANDARD DEFEATER HOOK BOLT PACK. ON ENCLOSURES 20” H  
\[SCE-102022\]

5in PADLOCKING/COINPROOF HANDLE.  
\[SCE-PCH5\]

MASTER BOLT PACK  
\[SCE-122192\]

DOOR HINGE ASSEMBLY  
\[SCE-DHA14\]  \[SCE-DHA14SS\]

REPLACEMENT GASKET  
\[SCE-GA14X1\]